
Technology & Learning Sessions 
Summer 2019

Collaborative Instructional Design - June 26 & July 30 
A “passion project” for teachers– take the opportunity to focus on specific 

technology and learning integration goals that you have set for yourself directed at a 
specific lesson or unit of study with structured support that begins this summer and 
extends into the new school year as I provide: 

	 • Dedicated time and opportunity. Focus on, explore and design instructional learning 
experiences and the resources to support them.   

	 • Flexible approach. Work one-on-one or within teams with the promise of extended 
and connected supports from colleagues.

	 • Continuous and consistent support:  We will prepare for planned rollout, practice a 
supported implementation followed by scheduled debriefs and reflective discussion to 
evaluate how the learning goals are being met and adapt for next cycles. 

Tap the Potential– working with digital text in macOS and iOS - June 25 or July 24	

	 While our own learning experiences as K-12 students centered almost exclusively 
around print resources, today’s students are natives of a digital world.  As educators, we 
have a responsibility to experience, evaluate and respond to the vastly expanded 
interactivity presented in electronic resources and the devices we use to interface with 
them.  We will explore the diverse options and variety of experiences working with and 
authoring digital text in the macOS and iOS. 


iWork Smarter & the new Schoolwork - June 24 or July 23 
With the latest iOS and OS updates- Apple has advanced potential even more in the 

feature-rich Pages, Keynotes and Numbers.  We’ll explore these major improvements and 
their ability to figure meaningfully in your instructional design and student learning.  
Additionally, we’ll dive into the new Schoolwork app and its ability to coordinate and 
support both individual and collaborative learning on student iPads.


Schoology Foundations- First Steps with our new LMS - June 27 or July 25

	 Prepare for the new school year designing course elements and preparing materials 
in our LMS.  Your materials are the backbone of your course– let’s look at the tools you 
need to build diverse materials designed to engage students- develop folders, 
assignments, and quizzes to fit specific needs within each class.  Explore the role files, 
links, discussions, pages and media albums play within the course, along with individual 
strengths and engagement methods.


Schoology Next Steps:  Courses, Workflow, Feedback & Engagement- June 27 or July 25

	 Dive deeper into our LMS to prepare materials, design course elements, explore the 
gradebook, and consider how you'll engage students to advance learning in the year 
ahead.  We'll give you the tools available to build diverse materials.  Develop folders, 
assignments, and quizzes to fit specific needs within each class.  Explore the role files, 
links, discussions, pages and media albums play within the course -- and begin thinking 
about how we may teach students to use Schoology effectively.

✅  sign up in MLP now 📆

https://www.mylearningplan.com/mvc/login/11080
https://www.mylearningplan.com/mvc/login/11080

